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Big Green Egg Launches New Line
of Modular Nests, Tables and Handlers
The Big Green Egg brand has long been synonymous with innovative design and the highest
quality products. And now the line of Big Green Egg Custom Cooking Islands, Acacia Hardwood
Tables and rolling Nests is enhanced with three new products – engineered specifically for the Big
Green Egg.

Modular Nest System
Build your custom outdoor kitchen one step at a time with the Big Green Egg Modular Nest
System! Start with an EGG Frame, then add to a custom EGG set up with a watertight Expansion
Cabinet or Expansion Frames with a variety of beautiful and functional inserts. You won’t believe
all of the possibilities!
 Build an outdoor workspace that can be tailored for size
and style – multiple EGGs, U-shape, L-shape or just
more length, the options are endless!
 Start now and add-on at a later date … there
are components to create virtually any outdoor
kitchen design.
 All inserts are standardized to fit into the top
frame and lower shelf frames, enabling a wide
range of customization.
Insert options include:
Acacia Hardwood
Distressed Acacia Hardwood
Solid Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel Grid

IntEGGrated Nest+Handler
The NEW Big Green Egg intEGGrated Nest+Handler
merges two great products (EGG Nest and Handler)
into a single strong, stable, mobile base for the EGG.
Featuring welded joints, there is minimal visible
hardware for a cleaner look, and the curved and
angled lines accentuate the iconic shape of the EGG.
 Curved and angled lines accentuate the EGG form;
welded joints minimize visible hardware, resulting in
a cleaner look
 Curved handle is large enough for two-handed
movement; 2 brackets secure the EGG to handler
 Made of heavy-duty powder-coated steel
 Heavy-duty 4” casters (2 locking)
 Available for 2XL, XLarge, Large and Medium EGGs

Portable Nest for MiniMax EGG
The NEW Portable Nest for the MiniMax is designed to raise this
portable EGG to a comfortable cooking height – perfect for camping,
tailgating or wherever your next pop-up event happens. The
Portable Nest conveniently folds for storage or transporting to
events.
 Folds for easy transport; Portable Nest locks
in open/closed position
 Quick-release clips secure the MiniMax
Carrier firmly to Portable Nest
 Made of heavy-duty powder-coated steel
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